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THERE’S HOPE FOR 2021
Vaccines like London buses then? Wait ages for one and then three come along at
the same time!! Mind you, thank goodness they have. Hopefully now we can have a
more normal 2021 season, even if the Spring may be a little tentative.
Before we get into the Newsletter can I wish you all an enjoyable Christmas, a
healthy and Covid-free one and best wishes for the New Year. And thank you all for
supporting the Club through this difficult period and hoping 2021 is a far more
enjoyable cycling year.
It is hoped the following publication will be available by mid December.
Forget historians of ages past,
Schama, Starkey and Mantel too
All current authors of our time,
Who wrote of little concerning you.
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Hours of leisure
Miles of pleasure

Now a pre-War History of our Club
With text and tables all anew
And photos old and rarely seen,
Buy, read, do not eschew.
Their names and deeds
The routes they rode
Are all in there and will convey
The dedication that they showed.
All for the cost of an Evening 10
With no need to train or suffer too,
Just sit at home with drink to hand,
And know the times they cycled through.

As a result of Covid we have not been able to have the normal AGM. So I will send
the Annual Reports from the Secretary, Racing Secretary and the Treasurer by
separate email. If you have any questions relating to them please contact either
myself or David Barnes (Treasurer). If Covid restrictions on group size meetings are
lifted then I will discuss with the Committee whether to hold an AGM before the start
of the 2021 season. There are some positions to fill.
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This & that …………
*
firstly a warm welcome to new members Chris Smith, Matt Hazell-Wood,
Mark Bottle and Kieran Barber. We hope you enjoy your time with the Club.
*
CTT SE will not be issuing a Handbook this year. All the Kent based local and
Open events will be on the CTT website under the SE section or via the local
Spinwheels website.
*
Reliability Ride – January 2021. Given the current Covid situation Patrick is
not planning on running the Reliability. However we can review this as the situation
with vaccines develops and a definitive decision will be taken in mid January.
*
2021 GCC Cycle Jumble – this will be under review again depending on the
state of the Covid situation.
*
A big well done to Andy Gibson the only Club member to have ridden any
Open events this season. Here are his belated results
02/8/20
23/8/20
13/9/20
03/10/20
11/10/20
18/10/20

a3crg circuit TT 11.8m P917
28.51
Catford CC
25m
Q25/12
1.05.10
VTTA
21m
Q25/12
52.10
Kingston Phoenix 10m
G10/42
24.23
RTTC closed circuit champs THRUXTON 11.7m 29.13
Brighton Mitre CC 25m
G25/93
1.02.45(course PB)

For Sale
Polar RCX3 heart rate monitor and cadence sensor £35
3TTT Bio arms (clip on aero bars) £20
Club shirt. Brand new never worn, still has the makers tags on it. Short sleeve, size XL
in a race fit. £25
Contact: Patrick Mcmaster on 07833 636550 pmcmaster@blueyonder.co.uk

*
Garden strimmer – Ryobi, petrol, but hardly used. Free, but make some
donation to a charity or food bank. Mike Coulter.
*
Blue Corrado Campag Record equipped bike, £500 ono – contact Andy
Sangster.
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2020 Award Winners

Anthony Westwood –
Evening 10 Vets Champion;
3rd Handicap award

John Milner –
Evening 10 Handicap Winner

Chris Mayhew –
Hill Climb Champion

Steve Harrington –
Evening 10 Senior Champion

Well done to them all, and to Bob on the following page.
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Bob Wilson – ‘Mr Fixie’ 2020
Evening 10 Fixed Wheel Champion;
2nd Handicap Award

Bob tells us of his efforts this past season…….
“I set myself a Strava Goal and Challenge on January 1st 2020 to ride 8000 miles as a target
by year end. This was achieved well before end of November and now smashed with
December being a bonus month, so for exceeding the 8000 mile target.
I ride everyday either on the Turbo, an MTB, Fold-Up-Bike, Fixie or various road bikes (but not
all at once I hasten to add!!!!).
It has been a personal challenge in coming back after a serious accident in January 2019,
with five months off and not having the ability to ride at all due to the needed recovery
period and getting better was the main focus, gaining strength and becoming stronger. The
desire to ride once again and race TTs was the driving motivation.
With miles under my belt through Covid Lockdown, I managed to race the balance of the GCC
Evening 10s (against Doctors & Consultants advice) and managed to achieve a good speed.
I managed to retain the Fixed Wheel Evening 10 Award (1st) and also clinched 2nd in the
Handicap competition, all very satisfying after all my trials and tribulations.”

This I like. Quiz question – who said this? (Clue – well known local rider, high
profile, Tour Yellow Jersey wearer, was a Directeur Sportif)
“When I’ve been doing time trials, you focus all week on doing some poxy time trial,
and you get on the start line and you think, ‘Christ, what am I doing here? Here I am
again; I must be mad’. As soon as you start, it’s OK, and you get into it. All that
training you’ve been doing, it’s to do this.”
(source: Roger Stevens)

And I would add, especially if the start time is 6.30 am, it’s cold, windy or raining – I’m not
sure it is OK. Not being able to find something better to do is the worrying part!!!!
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Harder Than You Think
Andy Sangster
While I may not be racing or riding as much as I should these
days, I still enjoy getting out on the bike. Before my eldest
son, Jack, headed off to university in September we had a
number days out together including a couple of mountain bike
rides. This was something I appreciate more than ever now,
as with the elegantly synchronised lockdowns in Wales and
England we have not seen him, other than on screen, since we
dropped in Swansea back in September.
I had been looking for a new family friendly route, i.e. not too hilly and came across a
circular trail in Perry Wood, near Chilham. It includes a couple of quiet road sections and a
pub so fitted the bill. There is plenty of free parking in Chilham plus a nice tea shop just up
the hill. Park away from the trees in the summer months, unless you enjoy removing tree
sap from every square mm of your car! The clay bar kit for clearing the sap (and very
effective too) is from Halfords at £16.
Our journey started with a gentle climb onto a rutted section which is quite narrow and did
require a dismount to avoid bottoming out the cranks. At the top we entered the woods
where the trail continues and eventually reaches the pub, although it was still a bit early for
us. I'm a bit of a "measure twice, cut once" type of person so we did stop quite a few times
to check the map, much to Jack's chagrin. In truth it's not a difficult route to follow and
Jack has inherited my tolerance gene, thankfully. With blue skies and lovely warm weather,
what could possibly be better? Eventually we came to a section of the trail with some steep
sided hollows which we glanced at briefly and carried on.
As time was getting on we took the decision to retrace so made our way back to the section
with the hollows. I could see Jack taking a bit of an interest in the trails that descended into
these pits but they did look scarily steep. Further up we found one trail that looked just
about doable so I tentatively placed my front wheel over the edge. It looked ok so I thought
I'd give it a go and with some gentle braking all felt fine. I then spotted what these trails
were all about. I was fast approaching a jump! My gut instinct was to grab the brakes but at
the last moment I heard a voice in my head say, "you can do this!" Evidently the voice was
wrong. I released the brakes lifted off and landed, about half a metre short of where I
should have. The front wheel dug in and the next thing I recall was attempting to stand up
with a very painful arm, sore neck and ribs while shouting out to Jack not to follow.
I found my bike about 5m down the trail with the rear wheel dangling out of the dropouts.
Goodness knows how that happened. I refitted the rear wheel and after muttering some
nonsense about being "too old for all this" and Jack offering me a few words of comfort, I
climbed back on and we rode back to the car. I rested my left arm on the bars but it was
largely useless other than to act as a conduit for converting minor undulations in the road
into massively sharp pains in my shoulder. I later discovered this was due to a torn
ligament, which thankfully is now fully recovered.
If you are looking for a nice off road ride Perry Wood is certainly worth a go. If you are
feeling adventurous then there are some great opportunities there too. Be prepared
though, as it might be harder than you think!
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Ay lad, tis grim, grim up North…..
Coast to Coast with Paul Fairman
Having done little cycling in 2020 and with cycling holidays in Majorca and France
abandoned, I thought I should attempt a reasonably serious ride before the year end. A
proper coast to coast ride- ie across the North of England - has been on the wish list for ages,
taking in Cumbria and previously unexplored parts of Northern Eastern England in particular
the Pennines and Newcastle. A previously arranged trip to visit family in the Lake District in
early October was the opportunity to go for it and a quick internet search revealed plenty of
useful information on potential routes and a useful guide book -The C2C Cycle Route, (by
Jeremy Evans, Cicerone publishing )- good for planning and the ride (recommended). A
comprehensive information pack with detailed route map is also available from Sustrans.
The official C2C is said to be the best known and most iconic of the UK’s National Cycle
Network routes and the most popular ‘challenge’ cycle ride so I decided on a 2 day trip from
Whitehaven on the west (Irish Sea) coast across to Tynemouth on the east. There are several
route options, start /finish locations and offroad/MTB variations of varying difficulty. Most
riders opt for a West to East ride between Whitehaven and Sunderland - the most direct and
probably easiest as there is a helpful following wind . A whole local industry has evolved
along the route to provide support for potential riders and relieve them of their dosh.
Organised, holiday type rides are typically of 3-5 day duration with plenty of sight-seeing and
socialising en route. I was anticipating cycle cafes, pubs and bike shops but I was not to see
much of it - probably on account of Covid, partial lockdown and the time of year/ weather
conditions.
The 2 day itinerary is described in the Cicerone guide as being, ‘only recommended for
serious hard riders who enjoy a major challenge; an average of more than 70miles/day is
very demanding; cyclists will normally have to restrict themselves to riding fast on tarmac
and miss out the optional off -road sections.’ I would be riding my training/ winter road bike,
without mudguards (a mistake) and compact gearing . Fortunately I could travel light as I
would be meeting up with my wife for the one overnight stop - she would be driving directly
to the hotel with all the gear. A small Camelbak was used for spares, extra clothing, maps
and food.
Day 1 - Whitehaven to Alston, via Keswick and Penrith, 77 miles/ 3,520 ft ascent
Starting at the coast the C2Cfollows Cycle Route 71 for nearly 50 miles on mainly quiet roads
with optional traffic free sections on tracks or paths. Busy roads and traffic are avoided
wherever possible- and is perhaps rather cautious compared with the riding conditions we
regularly experience in the South East. My bike and road tyres dictated that I would stick to
road riding as much as possible, thereby deviating slightly from the ‘official ‘route.
Setting at 7.30am from Whitehaven Harbour it was dark with steady rainfall - hardly
inspiring. Unfortunately the heavy and persistent showers were to continue for much of the
next 2 days. Following reasonably good signposting I was soon in open country on the cycle
trackway and climbing steadily towards the western Fells of the Lake District NP. Good
progress and fairly easy riding. Beyond Cleator Moor, about 7 miles in, the roads are typically
Lake District and the next 20 miles or so are mainly on narrow , twisting lanes with
numerous short climbs, followed by correspondingly steep descents. In good weather the
scenery can be spectacular -Loweswater, Derwentwater and Bassenthwaite lakes are all
close by. Road surfaces were surprisingly good although there was mud, gravel and debris
from the rain but fortunately, very little traffic.
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I enjoy big hills and the morning highlight was the climb from Lorton to the top of Whinlatter
Pass (at 1,043 ft/ mile 24) requiring several minutes of bottom gear spinning at an average
gradient of about 5%, followed by a fast descent into Keswick, losing all of the previously
gained height.
Entering Keswick (32 miles) and feeling quite good, if a little damp in the continuing rain, I
resisted the urge for a coffee stop and pushed on. Keswick is a honeypot town always busy
with tourists, traffic and visitor attractions. From then on the route meanders in an easterly
direction following the approximate route of the A66 dual carriageway but cyclists are
always well separated from the fast moving traffic of this major route. I was maintaining a
reasonable pace, still climbing steadily but frustratingly there was a 4 mile section of semiprivate road where a series of farm gates each required a stop and remount. This was then
followed by an awkward rear puncture in an exposed location just after the hamlet of
Mungrisdale. Cooling off quickly during the stop I was aware of how rain soaked I actually
was. Not a problem while riding but clearly not conditions to hang around in.
A brief stop at the village of Greystoke( 51 miles), rendezvousing with the car for a hot drink
and sandwich with my wife before continuing, now on Route 7, to cross over the M6 into
the town of Penrith. A steep climb out of Penrith in the direction of Langwathby and soon
onto narrow, very rural back lanes where there was a real sense of isolation.
Hartside Pass is said to be a beacon landmark of the North Pennines visible for miles and a
tough challenge for average cyclists. I was anticipating the climb but I have to say that with
my head down, in persistent heavy rain and increasingly poor visibility (low cloud and mist ) I
did not see it at all. The route started going uphill, I followed and it was only when I met the
A686 did I realise that I had completed two thirds of the biggest climb of the C2C (5miles at
5% av, 1903 ft summit). Then a fast 4 mile downhill in cloud and torrential rain into Alston to
find the prebooked hotel, a hot bath and evening meal. Alston claims to be the highest
market settlement in England but with a tiny population of under 1100, it appeared near
deserted on arrival with a handful of shops closed or empty and not very inviting at all. We
were probably lucky to have found the only accommodation remaining open throughout
lockdown. The only other hotel guests- a party of 8, grouse shooting!
Day 2 - Alston- Tynemouth via Consett and Newcastle. 65miles/ 1,960 ft ascent
A bit of a late start, just after 9.30am just as the heavy rain resumed. A cold 3.5C air
temperature and more significantly, a strong headwind from the North East. Disappointing
and unexpected. Legs feeling heavy
I had been told that the early part of the second day would be quite hard. As expected, the
first couple of hours of riding were challenging with 3 short but steep climbs /descents in
quick succession, crossing the central Pennines and reaching the highest point of the ride at
1,998ft, just beyond Nenthead. A very quiet, remote area inhabited only by sheep and near
traffic free roads. Once again none of the promised views across open moorland to the sea
(and nearby Barnard Castle!) on account of the clouds/ rain/ mist and now, soaked to the
skin, with particular problems with waterlogged gloves and cold hands.
From then on the route was mostly downhill with one exception - the climb out of Rookhope
village to Stanhope Common- which was a shocker. On paper this is a 3 mile climb at an
average of 4.5% but it includes several long sections at 8-10 % and a 20% hairpin. It should
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have been manageable but the top was totally exposed and with a full on 30 mph + gusting
headwind, horizontal driving rain and very poor visibility it was a very long and nervous grind
as I struggled to stay upright and maintain forward motion. Reaching the top at a very bleak
Muggleswick Common (104 miles), I was very pleased to be able to descend rapidly for
nearly 6 miles towards Castlefield and Consett. From this point on there are considerably
more buildings, people and traffic - civilisation regained.
Turning onto Route14 I managed to get lost in the outskirts of suburban Consett- I blame the
signs- before regaining the route at the Derwent Walk section. This is a 10mile downhill
bridleway following the River Derwent, which terminates in parkland very close to urban
Gateshead and the Metro centre. Although the first sections are cinder paved, it soon
becomes a wide mud path under a canopy of woodland trees. Quite fast riding but an
absolute mud fest and with hindsight I should have found an alternative road route. I made
it to the end but anticipated punctures or a crash at any time. Then a short spell of riding on
busy roads and crossing over the river Derwent and then the Tyne and I was very truly in
Geordie land.
A final 17 mile riverside leg through urban, commercial and city ares and, now on Route 72
cycleways and shared paths . An interesting experience and a lot to see including 6 river
spanning bridges. Having not previously visited this part of the country I was impressed by
the apparent modernity of Newcastle city centre and Gateshead on the opposite bank.
Passing Jarrow ,and Wallsend there was little to see of past history but famous places
nonetheless. Flat, no rain but a strong headwind from the North Sea to a seaside finish at
the North Pier, Tynemouth.
Reflections
* A rather disappointing ride leaving me with no real sense of achievement on completion . I
was just glad to get this one done. The climbs were not epic.
* Would I recommend it? Probably not although it would have been considerably better in
good weather and ‘normal‘ times. There are many happy riders on Youtube videos enjoying
perfect weather and trying to avoid heatstroke and sunburn.
* Over 2 days the C2C road route is quite manageable for a fit ,experienced cyclist. It would
however be very demanding if self-supported, carrying heavy kit and doing all the off road
sections (or the pure MTB route). Midpoint overnight accommodation can be an issue. A
gravel bike would have been ideal.
* A ride of considerable contrasts through some of England’s best and most remote country
but ending close to a city centre. A safe route with little traffic and easy navigation
* Best bits- seeing something of the North East and being impressed by Newcastle. Also,
enjoying fabulous fish and chips sitting in the car, post ride, overlooking the surf beaches of
Whitley Bay. A revelation.
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